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Language focus

Vocabulary

Real life (functions)

Pronunciation

time phrases
the perfect aspect

wordbuilding: suffix -ness
idioms: irreversible word
pairs
word focus: life

presenting yourself
speaking skill: keeping
going

linking in idiomatic
phrases
content words

giving a talk
speaking skill: keeping
people’s attention

checking specific
words

making
recommendations
speaking skill: making
a case

stress in
intensifying
adverbs
linking

making a short pitch
speaking skill: using
rhetorical questions

weak forms
long and short
vowels

reading aloud
speaking skill: engaging
your audience

intonation in short
responses
enunciation

discussing proposals
speaking skill:
conceding a point

linking in idiomatic
phrases
toning down
negative
statements

Lessons for
life
pages 9–20
VIDEO: Arctic wisdom page 18 

2

REVIEW page 20

the continuous aspect
present and perfect
participles

More than a
job

phrasal verb get
wordbuilding: phrases
with do
idioms: health and safety
word focus: foot

pages 21–32
VIDEO: Climbing Yosemite page 30 

3

REVIEW page 32

intensifying adverbs
emphatic structures

Four walls

adverb and adjective
collocations
towns
wordbuilding: suffix -able
word focus: wall

pages 33–44
VIDEO: Denmark bridge page 42 
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REVIEW page 44
phrasal verb come
idioms: partitives
wordbuilding: verbs with
two past participles
word focus: give

past modals
probability

Innovation
pages 45–56
VIDEO: Ethical Ocean page 54 
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REVIEW page 56

substitution
nominalisation

The writer’s
journey

wordbuilding: -ing
adjectives
roads and ways
a good read
idioms: rhyming
expressions
word focus: cast

pages 57–68
VIDEO: On the road: Andrew McCarthy page 66 
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phrasal verbs
verb patterns

Body matters

REVIEW page 68

wordbuilding: off and up
injuries
idioms: health
word focus: face

pages 69–80
VIDEO: Palestinian free running page 78 

COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES page 81 

REVIEW page 80

GRAMMAR SUMMARY page 84 

AUDIOSCRIPTS page 94
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Listening

Reading

Critical thinking

Speaking

Writing

a conversation about
important lessons in life
a talk by a sociologist about
defining who you are

an article about the
lessons we learn
from the past
an article about
the language of
Shakespeare

developing an
argument

your favourite saying
personality types
call my bluff

a covering letter
writing skill: fixed
expressions

a speech about the
livelihood of Kazakh
nomads
an interview with a woman
firefighter

an article about the
Moken people of
Myanmar
an article about rock
climbing in Yosemite

using contrasts

work as a way of life
health and safety
measures
your comfort zone

taking notes
writing skill:
abbreviations

a discussion about an
unusual building in Utah
an interview with an
architect about small
homes

an article about two
model towns
an article about the
architect Zaha Hadid

fact or opinion

your ideal home
town planning
how spaces affect
you

an opinion essay
writing skill: linking
devices

an extract from a radio
programme about an
innovative transport system
an interview about the
inspiration for inventions

an article about
origami engineering
an article about a
social entrepreneur

finding counter
arguments

what you can’t live
without
origami ideas
being on the spot

describing how
things work
writing skill:
punctuation

an extract from a talk by a
travel writer
an extract from a radio
programme about an
extraordinary journey into
the Himalayas

an article about the
graphic novel
an extract from In
Patagonia

analysing descriptive
language

a good read
speech bubbles
describing
impressions

a book review
writing skill:
descriptive words

a conversation between two
friends about health and
exercise
an interview with an
ultrarunner about sports
injuries

an article about
different exercise
regimes
an article about
beauty

identifying aims

exercise trends
describing an injury
does beauty sell?

a formal report
writing skill: linking
adverbs and
adverbial phrases

WORKBOOK
Unit 1 page 100 
Unit 6 page 140 

Unit 2 page 108  Unit 3 page 116  Unit 4 page 124 
AUDIOSCRIPTS page 148  ANSWER KEY page 157

Unit 5 page 132
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